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Micro Mobility Systems Micro White (SA0031)  
 

More chances to follow the children on
their microphone? The desire for
convenient and easy mobility? We have
the solution: the Scooter Micro White!
Specially designed to meet the needs of
adults, this scooter with extra wide wheels
is ideal for covering long distances
comfortably and quickly. The footboard is
suspended slightly lower for an ergonomic
and comfortable posture. With its elegant
look, it is the ideal companion on campus,
in the city or wherever you need it.

 CHF 199.00  
      

      

Just like the black micro scooter

the white Micro-Scooter is your constant companion! Thanks to its extra wide 200 mm wheels, it
provides a particularly pleasant ride, even on long distances. The low footrest provides additional
comfort and ensures an ergonomic posture. The adult design impresses with its elegance and quality.
To move faster and see more of the city, or simply as a means of transportation on the way to work, the
white micro scooter is your ideal companion.

This scooter is equipped with a device for the carrying strap.
Multi-assembly clip - the multi-assembly clip ensures easy attachment of the handles during
transportation.
Plastic handlebar guide - Thanks to the special plastic handlebar guide, the handlebar can be
adjusted easily and smoothly without the aluminum rubbing together and jamming.
High Quality Wheels - The extra wide 200mm wheels are made of high quality PU.
Low hanging bar - Thanks to the low hanging bar, you ride in an ergonomic position.
Practical folding mechanism - Patented folding mechanism for best possible safety.
Innovative stand - Innovative stand - folds forwards and backwards - for effortless parking of the
scooter.

Load capacity: 100kg
Wheel type: 200mm PU
Flooring: Asphalt
Weight: 4.9kg
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Foldable: Yes
Handlebar height 1: 72cm
Handlebar height 2: 102cm"
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